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Based on the parallel K-means algorithm, this article conducts in-depth research on the related issues of marketing node detection
under the Internet, including designing a new Internet marketing node detector and a location summary network based on FCN
(Full Convolutional Network) to input the preprocessing of the node and verify its performance under the data sets. At the same
time, to solve the problem of insufficient data sets of Internet marketing nodes, the Internet data sets are artificially generated and
used for detector training. First, the multiclass K-means algorithm is changed to two categories suitable for Internet marketing
node detection: marketing nodes and background categories. Secondly, the weights in the K-means algorithm are mostly only
applicable to target detection tasks.,erefore, when processing Internet marketing node detection tasks, the K-means algorithm is
used to regress the training set and calculate 5 weights. During the simulation experiment, the weight calculation formula is used
to calculate the weight of the feature term. ,e basic idea is that if a feature word appears more often in this document but less
frequently in other nodes, the word will be assigned higher. At the same time, this article focuses on k. Some shortcomings of the
mean clustering algorithm have been specifically improved. By standardizing the data participating in the clustering, the data
participating in the clustering is transformed from an irregular distribution to a cluster-like distribution, thereby facilitating the
clustering process. ,e density is introduced to determine the initial center of the cluster, and the purity metric is introduced to
determine the appropriate density radius of the cluster center, to achieve the most effective reduction of the support vector
machine training samples.

1. Introduction

,e scale of the Internet is increasing day by day, and at the
same time, a huge amount of relevant data is generated. ,e
traditional Internet marketing forecasting technology is
constrained by the computer’s performance and program-
ming model, resulting in a bottleneck, and it is significantly
helpless when processing these data [1]. Internet marketing
forecasts are designed to automatically search for infor-
mation with special relationships hidden in a large amount
of data. In the case of massive data and high-dimensional
data, a single processor is limited by computing power and
memory capacity, so a solution for parallel processing by
multiple processors has been proposed [2–5]. ,e most
common idea is to divide a large-scale data set into multiple

data subsets that are sufficient for single-machine processing
and distribute these subsets to each single-processor node
for processing. When each node assigns itself to the pro-
cessing of the data subset after completion, the respective
results are summarized and merged, and the final result is
the processing result of the entire data set. Compared with a
single processor, the parallel data processing mode of
multiple computing nodes on multiple processors can sig-
nificantly improve the efficiency of Internet marketing
forecasting [6–8].

,e main idea of Internet marketing forecasting is to
distribute computing tasks on a virtual resource pool
composed of many computers so that various application
systems can obtain computing power, storage space, and
various software services as needed. ,e research
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assumption in this paper is to deploy a cloud computing
platform and parallelize the clustering algorithm MapRe-
duce while optimizing details such as data segmentation,
task allocation, parallel processing, and fault tolerance. Due
to the variety of clustering algorithms, this article only starts
with the K-means clustering algorithm, combines the tra-
ditional K-means algorithm with the Canopy algorithm, and
parallelizes the above two algorithms according to the
MapReduce programming model [9]. ,e improved algo-
rithm is applied to the Internet cloud computing platform.
,rough the SogouC data set and Chinese data set, the
marketing node clustering processing is performed. ,e
experiment shows that the parallelized MapReduce algo-
rithm greatly improves the running speed. ,erefore, the
Canopy algorithm is more capable of clustering large-scale
data sets than the K-means algorithm [10–12].

Aiming at the shortcomings of the KM algorithm and
BKM algorithm in clustering, this paper proposes a coop-
erative dichotomous K-means algorithm (CBKM) based on
the idea of cooperative clustering. ,e algorithm is mainly
divided into three stages: overall clustering, cooperative
clustering, and fusion. ,is algorithm is realized by the in-
termediate cooperation of synchronization through KM in
the process of BKM generating CF tree. By introducing the
concept of similar histograms, it can intuitively reflect the
adhesion of elements between clusters. According to similar
histograms of similar subcategories, the fusion factor of the
two subcategories is calculated, the two clusters with the
largest fusion factor values are merged, and the clusters are
updated. In summary, the Euclidean distance is still selected
as the main similarity measure of function clustering. ,e
clustering results produced by this process can effectively
avoid the generation of cluster fragments. Because the in-
tersection of subcategories is merged and clustered, it ef-
fectively improves the K-means algorithm to be affected by
the initial clustering center. ,e most global solution is not a
local optimal solution.

2. Related Work

With the development of Internet technology, the network
has an increasing impact on people’s lives. ,e information
on the network mainly exists in the form of voice, node, and
so on. Among them, the amount of information with nodes
as carriers is the largest. How to effectively mine marketing
node information has become an important research topic in
recent years. Marketing node clustering can organize and
manage a large number of marketing nodes, which largely
solves the problems caused by information explosion and
information clutter.

Ghayekhloo et al. [13] proposed the K-means algorithm,
UPGMA, CLARANS, and other algorithms that have not
received attention.,ey have only paid attention to it in recent
years and achieved greater development. In the new century,
with the rapid development of the Internet, digital libraries and
the widespread use of e-commerce, the scale of the marketing
node set has gradually expanded. Some new algorithms have
been proposed, such as FTC, HDFA, and FCA. ,e current
research on clustering algorithms is getting deeper and more

refined. According to the characteristics of clustering, it can be
divided into division-based, hierarchical-based, model-based,
density-based, and grid-based methods. Pan et al. [14] pro-
posed the SWT (Stroke Width Transformation) feature spe-
cifically applicable to marketing nodes. However, artificially
defined features such as MSER and SWT are not suitable for
scene nodes with extremely complex backgrounds. Since then,
with the rapid advancement of deep learning technology, more
and more researchers have introduced deep learning into the
task of Internet marketing node detection. Internet marketing
node detection includes two steps: marketing node area po-
sitioning and node identification. A 3∗ 3 size horizontal dif-
ference filter is used to obtain the vertical edge of the scene
node. ,en, the separated node parts are connected with the
low-frequency enhanced spatial domain filtering technology.
Finally, some a priori heuristic knowledge, such as area ratio
and aspect ratio, filter out nonmarketing node areas. Mao et al.
[15] proposed a method for extracting marketing nodes in
videos, using multiresolution node input to solve the problem
of node sizes in nodes and then using an improved Sobel
operator to obtain node edges and perform node processing.
,e method based on edge detection has a relatively accurate
detection effect for nodes with a relatively standard marketing
node format, such as printing fonts in nodes.

Veeresha et al. [16] improved the system to improve
classification accuracy. ,ey proposed to use top-down,
layer-by-layer classification. According to the concept
dictionary, the synonym concept was mapped to a single-
concept word, and the dimension of the feature vector was
reduced to reduce the amount of calculation. It is based on
the SWT features proposed by people that are specifically
applicable to marketing nodes, as well as the improvement
and expansion of the above features. Most of the nodes in
the same row have the same brightness and color. Based
on this feature, Huang et al. [17] applied the MSER feature
to scene marketing node positioning. ,e MSER feature
extraction algorithm uses the idea of the watershed to
extract the areas with roughly the same brightness value in
the nodes as node features. However, the MSER feature
extraction algorithm has very limited effects in complex
situations such as uneven illumination. Researchers
propose SWT (Stroke Width Transformation) features
that are specifically applicable to marketing nodes. ,e
SWT feature extraction algorithm considers a node to
have a basic feature; that is, each stroke in the node has
roughly the same stroke width. SWT uses the first-order
difference method to calculate the stroke width value in
the node and combines pixels with roughly the same
stroke width value into a connected domain to find the
node position [18–20].

3. Internet Marketing Prediction Model
Construction Based on Parallel
K-Means Algorithm

3.1. Parallel K-Means Algorithm Flow. ,e K-means algo-
rithm’s (KM) clustering effect is affected by the initial cluster
center, it is difficult to have a unified standard for the
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selection of k value, the selection of the initial cluster center
will have a greater impact on clustering, and the existence of
outliers will cause many problems. It is difficult to find the
global optimal solution. Clustering is a flexible automatic
processing mechanism that does not need to manually mark
node categories in advance and does not need to be trained.
It is an unsupervised learning method [21–23]. ,e formal
description is as follows: given a data set X and the distance
measure or similarity d between the data points, find the
division from the data set X. Figure 1 is the process
framework of the parallel K-means algorithm.

We perform node preprocessing on the target marketing
node set. ,is stage includes operations such as word seg-
mentation, removal of staying words, and stemming. Next,
we extract the feature items, reduce the dimension of the
feature items, select the marketing node representation
method, construct the feature space, form the document
vector, select the distance and similarity measure, and finally
perform the marketing node clustering process to obtain the
clustering result:
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(1)

,e hierarchical methods decompose the data set hi-
erarchically through splitting or cohesion. First, we put all
the data points in the data set into one cluster and then split
this cluster into two clusters according to a certain principle:

r(i, j) �
(x(i, j) − min(x))

(max(x) − x(i, j))
, i, j � 1, 2, . . . , m,

r(s, t) �
(max(x) − x(s, t))

(x(s, t) − min(x))
, s, t � 1, 2, . . . , n.

(2)

Generally, the principle of optimal objective function
value is adopted and then after multiple iterations of
splitting until the convergence function is stable. ,is top-
down hierarchy-based method is called the split method.
,en, the cohesion method first separates each data point
into categories and then merges the categories one by one
according to a certain principle until a certain termination
condition is met:
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,
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× 100%, i, j � 1, 2, . . . , m.

(3)

Marketing node mining is not a simple task. It deals with
unstructured or semistructured marketing node data, most

of which are vague and lack a definite form. ,erefore, to
complete the process of text mining, it is necessary to
combine multiple disciplines, including marketing node
analysis. ,erefore, the traditional Internet marketing
forecasting technology cannot be fully applied to the field of
marketing node mining. In order to solve this problem, the
marketing node data set needs to be fully and effectively
preprocessed:
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,e basic idea is to estimate the probability of correlation
between marketing nodes and queries and rank all mar-
keting nodes according to the correlation probability. In the
case of a given query Q, P represents the probability that the
marketing node is related to the query, and P-R represents
the probability that the marketing node is not related to the
query:
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,e purpose of the clustering algorithm is to cluster
similar data into one category. ,erefore, to measure the
degree of similarity, the definition of similarity, also called
proximity, is introduced to describe it. Contrary to the
distance measure, the smaller the value of the similarity
measure is, the smaller the similarity between individuals
and the greater the difference is.
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(6)

Cosine similarity calculates the cosine value of the angle
between two vectors in the vector space. ,e effective value
of the cosine value in the vector space ranges from 0 to 1. 0
means the two vectors are completely independent, and 1
means that the directions of the two vectors are exactly the
same. Moreover, these shortcomings can be overcome by
standardizing the function in advance or clustering the
specific derivative of the function. Compared with the
distance measurement, cosine similarity does not focus on
distance and length but the difference in direction.

3.2. InternetDataClustering. Internet marketing forecasting
refers to extracting knowledge that is valuable to people from
a large amount of random, incomplete, fuzzy, and noisy
data, making full use of nodes and signal processing, sta-
tistics, pattern recognition, machine learning, theories, and
methods in various fields such as information retrieval and
database technology:
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L(emg,k) � 
f(emg,k)∈A(emg,k)

f(emg,n) + C(emg,k) , g(m, t) �
n ×[h(m, t)/k(i, t)]

limn⟶∞
n
i�1(h(i, t)/k(i, t))

. (7)

Marketing nodemining is an important research content
in Internet marketing forecasting, which mainly includes
marketing node classification and marketing node cluster-
ing. Clustering is to divide a data set into different classes or
clusters according to a certain standard (usually a distance
criterion) so that the similarity of data objects in the same
cluster is as large as possible. At the same time, the dif-
ferences of data objects that are not in the same cluster are
also as large as possible. In other words, after clustering, the
data of the same category should be gathered together as
much as possible, while different data should be separated as
much as possible. Cluster analysis is a basic method for data
analysis, and it has been widely studied and applied in many
fields, such as market or customer segmentation. Figure 2
shows the classification of Internet marketing prediction
nodes.

In the test classification stage, the test sample set S and
the category of the test sample are used to evaluate the degree
of consistency between the classifier and the objective
function. Each element ink is also marked with its corre-
sponding category y ∈C. ,e specific process is to classify
each test sample with the previously obtained classifier and
finally evaluate the classifier according to the classification
result: if the classification performance on the test set fails to
reach the predetermined goal, then return to the training
phase and use more samples to relearn or modify the
learning algorithm; if the test classification performance
reaches the predetermined goal, then the classifier can be
applied to the new marketing node to be classified for

automatic classification to suppose that there is a group ofM
particles in aD-dimensional target search space. At the same
time, this method also has shortcomings and deficiencies.
,e clustering quality is greatly affected by the lowest level of
granularity, and the clustering accuracy is not very im-
pressive. In the group, each particle corresponds to a so-
lution of the optimization problem, a fitness value is
determined by the objective function, and the speed is used
to determine the motion of the particle in the solution space.
In each iteration, the particle will track the optimal solution
currently found by itself and the population and iteratively
search until the optimal solution is finally obtained.

3.3.Marketing Forecast ClassificationMetrics. In the process
of marketing forecast classification, when faced with high-
dimensional data and large-scale data, the traditional stand-
alone computing model cannot provide efficient processing
results per unit time. Due to the bottleneck in the computing
speed of the single-processor CPU, the technology of parallel
processing by multiple processors has been widely used.
Traditional parallel computing is to perform operations on
high-performance computing systems such as parallel
computers or distributed computers. Common parallel
computing includes a cluster system composed of multiple
single processors. ,is system relies on improving the
performance of a single processor to improve the overall
performance of the parallel system. As well as network
performance, this parallelism is instruction-level parallelism.
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,ere is also thread-level parallelism that uses multicore
processors to reduce power consumption and improve la-
tency between cores. Figure 3 shows the classification and
measurement process of marketing forecasts.

Each class is a set of objects determined by a subset of
dimensions, and different classes can be represented by
different subsets of dimensions, so there is a subspace
cluster that finds classification not in the entire data space
but in the subspace of the data. ,e subspace clustering is
determined by the membership degree of the object to the
class and the subspace of each class. ,e starting point is to
consider the correlation between feature words and cate-
gories. ,e greater the correlation between the feature
words and a certain category is, the more they should be
retained as the feature words of that category. Association
analysis is to find interesting associations or related con-
nections between itemsets from a given data set. If there is a
certain regularity between the values of two or more
variables, it is called an association. ,e purpose of asso-
ciation analysis is to find the hidden association network in
the database. Generally, two thresholds of support and
credibility are used to measure the correlation between two
elements. Prediction is to find the law of change from the
historical data, establish a model, and use the model to
predict the types and characteristics of new sample data.
Prediction in the general sense refers to the use of re-
gression methods to predict continuous or ordered values.
Forecasting is concerned with accuracy and uncertainty,
which are usually measured by forecast variance.

3.4. Iterative Optimization of Model Weights. Marketing
node classification refers to the process of determining a
category for each marketing node in the set of marketing

nodes based on predetermined subject categories. Marketing
node classification is a typical machine learning problem.
,e purpose of classification is to allow the machine to learn
a classification rule that can map Web marketing nodes to
one or more existing topic categories to help users find it
quickly and accurately to the marketing node needed.
Marketing node classification is generally divided into two
stages: training and classification. Among them, calculation
and query are independent of each other and do not affect
each other; its structure is helpful for parallel processing. A
general criterion for a good division is as follows: objects in
the same class should be “close” or related as much as
possible, and objects in different classes should be “far away”
or different as much as possible, even if the following cri-
terion functions are the smallest. Figure 4 shows the iterative
distribution of model weights.

,e clustering feature is a triplet, which summarizes the
subcluster information of the given object. ,e cluster
feature tree is a highly balanced tree that stores the features
of hierarchical clustering. A special clustering algorithm is
used to cluster the leaf nodes of the CF tree. ,e sparse leaf
nodes are divided into outliers and deleted, and dense
clusters are merged into larger clusters. ,is stage is the
macro clustering stage. An object is inserted into the latest
leaf entry. If this operation destroys the balance of the CF
tree, you can use a method similar to B+ tree construction to
dynamically adjust the structure of the number to reach the
balance again. ,e fuzzy set method is a method that uses
fuzzy set theory to perform fuzzy evaluation, fuzzy decision-
making, fuzzy pattern recognition, and fuzzy clustering
analysis on practical problems, which is an effective method
to deal with uncertain problems in an earlier application.
,e higher the complexity of the system is, the stronger the
ambiguity is. ,e fuzzy set theory uses the degree of
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membership to describe the performance of fuzzy things.
,ese technologies can be used to examine abnormal forms
of data and then use various statistical and mathematical
models to interpret these data and explain the market laws
and business opportunities hidden behind these data.

4. Application and Analysis of Internet
Marketing Prediction Model Based on
Parallel K-Means Algorithm

4.1. Parallel K-MeansAlgorithmData FeatureDimensionality
Reduction. In order to verify the validity of the clustering
results obtained by the clustering algorithm in this paper,
four common external metrics (F-measure, entropy, purity,
and interactive information) are mainly used to evaluate the

clustering results. According to the two directions of hier-
archical clustering, it can be divided into two categories. (1)
,e bottom-up aggregation method: at the beginning, each
object is regarded as a separate group, and then similar
categories are merged successively until the termination
condition is met. (2) Self-grouping: the top-down splitting
method initially treats all objects as a group and then
gradually splits the major categories into smaller categories
until they are divided into k groups or other termination
conditions are reached. Data set: we select the training node
set D and the test node set T. D contains six types of nodes
with a total of 150 articles, and T contains six types of 50
articles for a total of 300 nodes. Noise set: we select a total of
20 nodes that do not belong to any of the above six categories
to form a noise set N. Network structure: 150 nodes in the
input layer. ,e scale of the output layer is 10×10, 15×15,
20× 20. Figure 5 is the data partition of the parallel K-means
algorithm.

We select n nodes from the noise set N and add them to
the training set D. ,e ratio of the number of noise to the
number of original training samples is x% (n/150). We train
the SOM network with the same configuration and also
gather the data into 6 kinds. ,en, we use the t-test to count
the proportion of misclassified marketing nodes. ,e ex-
perimental results can be seen for SVM method and
T-SVM. ,e SVM method is very similar in various per-
formance indicators. ,e performance values of the three
are basically close in terms of macro average and micro
average, which are our most commonly used indicators for
evaluating the performance of classifiers. ,e indications
fluctuate between 94% and 95.5%, and the difference is not
large. ,is proves that the support vector preselection
method based on pairwise clustering with known category
information can significantly reduce the classifier’s per-
formance on the one hand. Its advantage is that there is no
need to determine the number of target clusters in advance,
it has good noise resistance, and at the same time, it can also
be filtered. Training time, on the other hand, basically has
no adverse effect on the accuracy of the final support vector
machine, indicating that this method has certain
advantages.
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4.2. Internet Marketing Prediction Model Simulation. In
order to verify and evaluate the performance of the algo-
rithm proposed in this paper, this paper builds a system
platform for cluster analysis of marketing nodes. ,e system
is mainly composed of three modules: preprocessing
module, vector space model representation module, and
clustering module. ,e preprocessing module is mainly
responsible for preprocessing the marketing nodes. ,e
vector space model representation module is mainly re-
sponsible for representing the nodes in a form that can be
recognized by the computer. ,e clustering module clusters
the processed marketing nodes.,e realization of the system
is mainly divided into the following three modules: pre-
processing module, vector space model representation
module, and clustering module. ,e preprocessing module
also includes the following submodules: word segmentation,
stop word removal, word frequency statistics, and feature
selection. ,e three modules correspond to input pre-
processed marketing nodes, SVM models, and clustering
results. ,e experimental environment of this experiment is
AMD4000+, 2G RAM, Windows XP, VC++ 6.0. ,e results
of the Internet marketing forecast performance evaluation
are shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen intuitively that the value of the CBKM
algorithm is higher than the other two algorithms in terms of
mutual information, purity, and F metric as the metric. ,e
BKM algorithm has higher values on these three metrics
than the K-means algorithm, which shows that CBKM has
the best clustering performance on the selected test set, BKM
has the second, and KM algorithm has the worst. ,e
performance of the CBKM algorithm has been improved
because it uses the KM algorithm and the BKM algorithm
clustering algorithm to intersect the clustering results
generated by these two algorithms to generate clustering
subsets and recombine these subsets into new ones. Figure 7
shows the normalized distribution of the marketing
threshold node set.

Randomly we select 9000 training nodes in the node
library for training. ,ese training nodes involve 5 cate-
gories: environment, computer, education, economy, and
sports. Randomly we select 3000 test nodes in the remaining
part of the node library for testing. After scanning the word
frequency of the marketing node, we still need to do a very
important work, which is to remove the stop words. ,e
removal of stop words in marketing nodes is usually taken as
a preprocessing operation in marketing node processing

(including marketing node classification, marketing node
filtering, and marketing node summary). If it is included in
the stop vocabulary, we delete the word from the marketing
node thesaurus and then take the word.,e next word in the
set continues to be compared with the stop word list until the
word in the marketing node is processed. For a specific
sample, only the kernel SOM algorithm corresponding to
certain kernel functions can show its superiority.

4.3. Case Application and Analysis. We first use the word
segmentation software ICTCLAS to process the word seg-
mentation of marketing nodes and then scan the entire
marketing node according to the segmented nodes, that is,
counting the number of times that all nodes appear in the
marketing node, which is the feature of the training mar-
keting node. In this experiment, the word frequency sta-
tistical processing of marketing nodes is realized through the
C++ language, and the statistical results are stored in the
Access data table. Given a database containing n objects or
original groups, partitioning methods construct k partitions
of the data, each partition represents a cluster, and k≤ n. Its
advantage is that there is no need to determine the number
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of target clusters in advance, it has good noise resistance, and
at the same time, it can also be filtered. In other words, it
divides the data into k groups while meeting the following
requirements: each group contains at least one object, and
each object must belong to only one group. ,is method is
very suitable for discovering spherical clusters. In order to
cluster large-scale data and deal with clusters of complex
shapes, the partition-based method needs to be further
expanded. Figure 8 is the vector data clustering curve of
marketing nodes.

Since the vector of eachmarketing node is rewritten after
the TF-IDF method processes the weight of each feature
word, the weight of each dimension of the vector repre-
senting the marketing node is greater than zero and the
modulus of the vector is equal to 1. All marketing node
vectors in the node set fall on a unit hypersphere with a
radius of l, only falling on the part of the hypersphere where
the values of all dimensions are positive. Simplified to the
simplest case, if the dimension of the vector is 2, then all
marketing node vectors fall only on the arc of the first
quadrant of the unit circle, and the distribution results are as
written. ,erefore, this article normalizes the marketing
node vector, on this basis making the angle cosine measure
and the Euclidean distance measure equivalent so that after
the marketing node normalization processing, the density
radius of a certain marketing node vector is determined. It is
convenient to use the binary search method. Figure 9 is the
density distribution of the vector information value of the
marketing node.

First, we calculate the mutual information value of each
node, then arrange the entries in descending order of their

mutual information value, and extract the set of nodes whose
mutual information value is greater than a certain threshold
as the feature word set. By extracting the features of the
training marketing node set in this way, we get 1000 feature
nodes to represent the vector space of the training marketing
node set used in this article. ,e first column is the feature
vector of the marketing node we extracted based on the
mutual information value. ,e second column is the fre-
quency of the feature vector in the current marketing node.
,e third column is the word frequency of the feature vector
in the entire training set and records the mutual information
value of the feature words. ,e fourth column is the nor-
malized IDF value representation of the feature words
contained in the current marketing node. ,e fifth column
corresponds to a vector (i.e., the vector representation of the
current marketing node). It is the input part of themarketing
node when the marketing node is classified. Using the
pairwise clustering preprocessing method based on the
known category information proposed in the fourth part of
this paper, the time overhead in the cluster preprocessing
stage is relatively large (it takes 394.4 seconds to perform the
cluster preprocessing stage), so that the samples involved in
training support vector machines are greatly reduced
compared with the twomethods of SVM and T-SVM, so that
the time cost of the support vector machine training phase is
much smaller than the time cost of SVM and T-SVM
training support vector machine. ,erefore, the total time
cost of training the classifier in the B-SVM method is the
smallest.

5. Conclusion

Based on the parallel K-means algorithm, this paper pro-
poses a solution for clustering large-scale data on the In-
ternet distributed computing platform. ,e Internet shields
the underlying implementation details of distributed com-
puting, making it easy for users to deploy Internet platforms.
At the same time, due to the use of technical means such as
multinode redundant backup and automatic load balancing,
the Internet has low requirements on the hardware envi-
ronment and has a bright future for development. ,e mean
clustering algorithm makes full use of the known conditions
of the training marketing node category information and
reduces the nonsupport vectors in the training samples as
much as possible in the training sample preprocessing stage
in the way of pairwise clustering so that they can finally
participate in the training support.,e number of samples of
the vector machine is greatly reduced, thus generating a
marketing node classification model that has the classifi-
cation accuracy equivalent to the traditional support vector
machine classification method and has a greater improve-
ment in time complexity. At the same time, under the In-
ternet platform, the traditional K-means algorithm is
reprogrammed according to the MapReduce programming
model, and the Canopy algorithm MapReduce is paralleled.
It is possible to complete the clustering of marketing nodes
on a large-scale data set on a cheap platform.,is paper also
implements an improved support vector machine classifi-
cation of marketing nodes. Because the selection of the
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Figure 8: Vector data clustering curve of marketing nodes.
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penalty factor and kernel function parameters of the support
vector machine has a great influence on the classification
effect, this article first uses the particle swarm optimization
algorithm to optimize the penalty factor and the kernel
function parameters and then uses the support vector
machine to classify the effectiveness of support vector
machine classification.
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